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Cyan Shine, like the colours of seaside
dreams, like overexposed xpro revelations, like skewed CMYK 

experiments...

Editorial ? Yes, maybe. Or just an excuse, an introduction ? In our 
current, frantic, networked, connected world there is a flood of 

images; the availability of digital image sensors everywhere, be it 
in cameras, phones or tooth implants has made capturing an 
image effortless.  Concurrently, we suffer from information 

overload, tl;dr has become standard. Even images are viewed 
only for fractions of a second, then clicked away, on to the next 

and on and on and on...
"Photography grants us endless possibilities for expression. In an 

era where we suffer from stimulus overload, images that can 
quicken the human spirit become of paramount importance.", to 

quote myself.
There are some who seek these other avenues, who have 

remained with or returned to another, slower way of perceiving 
and analyzing. Things can be simpler.

Things can be slower. Take a breath. Relax. You are safe here. This 
magazine is for you. The possibilities are endless.



From the arctic to the tropics, the most talented Stouf seems to 
have been everywhere. And besides (or maybe because of) 

being an acclaimed scientist, he also experiments a lot with his 
analog photography, including a homemade E6 process at 

38.6°C. If you want to see more of his epic vistas and 
experimental shots go to: 

http://www.lomography.com/homes/stouf





























Dasha and Dmitry are a pair to be jealous 

of. Highly successful in their careers, they 

moonlight as lomographers extraordinaire! 

And the best part is, they are happily 

married :D

The first series is by the enchanting Dasha 

Altabaeva. More of her stunning images at 

http://www.lomography.com/homes/japsix























Following are the images by Dmitry Gornov, the 

second of our Moscow lomographers. See more 

of his breathtaking shots here 

http://www.lomography.com/homes/dmigor











Marieke Gras is a very talented fashion 

photographer from Amsterdam with whom I 

have had the honour of doing several doubles 

projects that yielded gorgeous results, mostly 

because Marieke is just awesome, especially 

at photographing people. Check out more of 

her work at her blog 

http://photographybymarieke.blogspot.com 

and be amazed. 



































Be a part of Cyan Shine and Win!

To celebrate the launch of Cyan Shine Issue 1 on 

January 1st, 2011 we are holding a competition! 

Go to http://www.cyan-shine.com for 

participation guidelines!






